An extensive study of static and dynamic Raman intensities is presented for normal vibrations of small molecules obtained with different correlated quantum chemical methods: namely, coupled-cluster, multiconfiguration self-consistent-field, and density functional theories. While this is the first systematic study of coupled-cluster ͑CC͒ Raman intensities considering also the dispersion effect for molecules with more than two atoms, another purpose of this study is the analysis of the accuracy of density functional Raman activities with respect to those from highly correlated ab initio methods in order to evaluate the validity of density functional theory for the calculation of Raman spectra for large molecules. The density functional intensities compare sufficiently well with those from ab initio methods. While the dynamic multiconfigurational intensities always compare well with the experimental values, they are usually smaller than those from density functional and coupled-cluster theories. The Raman intensities obtained from static coupled-cluster calculations are in better agreement with experiment than those from dynamic calculations, which should yield improved results as the dispersion effect is taken into account. Furthermore, Raman intensities obtained from the CC2 model are compared to those from CCSD calculations. It is found that the CC2 Raman activities deviate from the CCSD reference data. Particularly for the coupled-cluster Raman intensities the widely used Sadlej basis set leads to results which can be significantly improved on by using larger basis sets.
I. INTRODUCTION
Very recently, systematic studies have been performed in order to analyze the accuracy of Raman intensities obtained from density functional theory ͑DFT͒ with various different density functionals 1 and from coupled-cluster ͑CC͒ calculations on diatomic molecules within the CCSD ͑Ref. 2͒ and CC3 ͑Ref. 3͒ models. While the DFT study lacks a comparison with highly correlated ab initio calculations, the coupledcluster investigations were restricted to diatomic molecules in their experimental equilibrium structures. Coupled-cluster studies on some small polyatomic molecules 4, 5 have also been undertaken but the frequency dependence of the Raman intensities was not investigated. We set out to complete these extensive studies in order compare different treatments of the electron correlation. In particular, we aim at answering the following questions: ͑i͒ how do CCSD Raman intensities compare with those from multiconfiguration ͑MC͒ selfconsistent-field ͑SCF͒ calculations within the completeactive-space ͑CAS͒ model, from DFT calculations and from experiment, ͑ii͒ how do CC2 results compare with those from the exact CCSD reference, ͑iii͒ how do static Raman intensities calculated with the different methods deviate from their corresponding dynamic values, and ͑iv͒ can results from DFT Raman calculations, which are comparatively easy to obtain, reliably be used to model Raman spectra for large molecules?
The range of methods which we intend to apply covers different types of correlation, which may conveniently be divided into static and dynamic. The comparison to HartreeFock-type Raman activities allows us to discuss the effect of correlation on Raman intensities. This comparison may, of course, be incomplete to a certain extent as the calculation of the polarizabilities in a time-dependent Hartree-Fock scheme may incorporate a certain amount of inherent correlation, which has been denoted ''apparent correlation'' by Sadlej. 6 Although the molecules under investigation in this study are closed shell such that static correlation effects are not expected to become large, 7 we also compare the coupledcluster results to CASSCF Raman intensities in order to analyze the effect of static correlation on the Raman intensities. From previous studies it is known that very accurate dynamic polarizabilities may be obtained from CASSCF calculations for small molecules which allow us to use a large active space. 8 In Sec. II we give a description of our methodology, which is to calculate the derivatives of the components of the polarizability tensor numerically and to take advantage of parallelization techniques. This numerical calculation allows us to obtain Raman intensities even with those methods for which analytic derivatives are not available. This is in par-ticular the case for all intensities calculated from dynamic polarizabilities ͑so far, analytic first derivatives of dynamic polarizabilities have only been obtained within the HartreeFock framework 9 ͒. Section III demonstrates how the results for H 2 O depend on the basis set and, in the case of the MCSCF calculations, on the size of the CAS. Raman intensities for H 2 S, CO 2 , NH 3 , H 2 CO, CH 3 OH, CH 4 , C 2 H 2 , C 2 H 4 , and C 2 H 6 are given in Sec. IV. We conclude with a final discussion in Sec. VI.
II. METHODOLOGY
The calculation of Raman intensities as applied in this study is based on Placzek's polarizability theory. 10, 11 All intensities are evaluated within the double harmonic approximation; 12 i.e., a harmonic force field is assumed and only the linear term in the series expansion of the polarizability tensor components with respect to a vibrational normal mode is taken into account.
All calculations have been performed with our program package SNF, 13 which uses numerical differentiation of analytic gradients of the electronic energy and of the components of the polarizability tensor with respect to Cartesian nuclear coordinates. Our approach to CC Raman intensities is therefore generally applicable, while previous work 2,3 was restricted to diatomic molecules since it is based on differentiation with respect to a single internal coordinate, i.e., the bond distance. A general transformation to normal coordinates as is needed here would not be straightforward within the approach used in Refs. 2 and 3.
By diagonalization of the mass-weighted Cartesian Hessian we obtain the vibrational frequencies and normal modes, which are then applied to transform the Cartesian polarizability derivatives into the basis of normal coordinates of the molecule. These derivatives of the polarizability tensor components with respect to a normal coordinate Q p ,
enter the definition of the system-inherent Raman activity,
where a p
and 14͒,
Another frequently used quantity for the intensity of a Raman line is the Q-branch differential scattering cross section ͑for a scattering angle of 90°and incident light which is plane-polarized perpendicular to the scattering plane͒,
which can be calculated from the Raman activities S, which we tabulate. The SNF package sets up the hierarchical structure of programs depicted in Fig. 1 : A superordinate program ͑SNF͒ determines the displacements of the equilibrium structure and carries out the data evaluation if all calculations have been finished by the data collector SNFDC. The data collector SNFDC executes and controls all necessary single-point calculations, taking advantage of coarse-grained parallelization. Standard quantum chemistry program packages-namely, TURBOMOLE ͑Ref. 15͒ and DALTON ͑Ref. 16͒-are used for the calculation of the raw data, i.e., for the calculation of the analytic gradient of the electronic energy and the static and dynamic polarizability for a given displacement structure. This is advantageous since it allows to extend our program easily to new methods by creating an additional interface.
SNF takes full advantage of the molecular point group ͑Abelian and non-Abelian point groups are supported͒, which heavily reduces the computational cost for the highly symmetric small molecules studied in this work. However, all single-point calculations have to be performed in C 1 symmetry because the displacements occasionally break the symmetry. A detailed description of the package SNF is given in Ref. 14. SNF uses TURBOMOLE input files as an internal standard and interface ͑interface 2 in Fig. 1͒ methods ͑see Fig. 1͒ , we are able to obtain Raman intensities from Hartree-Fock, DFT, CC, and MCSCF calculations.
We utilized Dunning's aug-cc-pVTZ and aug-cc-pVQZ basis sets, 17, 18 as well as the basis set introduced by Sadlej, 19, 20 which is well established as a moderate-sized basis set particularly suitable for the calculation of molecular electric properties. 1, 4, [21] [22] [23] The latter basis set is of valence triple-quality and contains two sets of polarization functions; calculations using this basis set are routinely feasible even for larger molecules than those presented here. It must be emphasized that this is not the case for the aug-cc-pVTZ or even larger basis sets in coupled-cluster calculations; it is therefore highly desirable to investigate the reliability of the Sadlej basis set for these approaches. Technical limitations in TURBOMOLE 5.4 for basis functions beyond f functions prohibited the calculation of DFT Raman intensities with Dunning's aug-cc-pVQZ basis set. Furthermore, MCSCF calculations for H 2 CO and C 2 H n , nϭ2, 4, 6 , with the Sadlej basis set could only be carried out for static polarizabilities because of memory insufficiencies, which could not be resolved by increasing the memory available to DALTON. Equilibrium structures were optimized for each combination of method and basis set. All results are obtained from all-electron calculations. For DFT single-point calculations we used the density functional programs provided by the TURBOMOLE 5.4 suite. 15 We employ the Becke-Perdew functional, dubbed BP86, 24, 25 33 Three-point central differences formulas have been used to calculate the numerical derivatives. The results have been tested against five-and seven-point central differences formulas for some molecules and proved to be numerically stable and accurate. While the numerical techniques yield Raman activities which are in perfect agreement up to Ͻ0.05 Å 4 /amu when compared to analytical results ͑see also comments in Sec IV͒, the method-inherent approximations ͑like the size of the active space for CAS calculations͒ may vary results by Ϸ1 Å 4 /amu. Therefore, we do not discuss results from correlated methods for very weak bands but concentrate on the most intense peaks. All dynamic polarizabilities have been calculated for an excitation wavelength of 514.5 nm. This is a standard laser wavelength and most of the experimental data ͑with methane as the exception͒ were measured using this excitation wavelength.
III. H 2 O: VALIDATION OF THE SADLEJ BASIS SET AND CHOICE OF THE CAS SIZE
As we restrict ourselves to calculations with the Sadlej basis for our complete set of test molecules, we compare results obtained with this basis set ͑Tables II and III͒ to those obtained with the larger correlation-consistent basis sets augcc-pVTZ and aug-cc-pVQZ given in Table I for the water Apart from approximations inherent in the protocol of determination of Raman intensities, each quantum-chemical method employed suffers from some sort of approximations which have been made. In the case of DFT, the most crucial aspect is the functional itself. Since Raman intensities from DFT calculations are comparatively easily obtained, we give Raman intensities for all molecules calculated with two functionals, B3LYP and BP86, for comparison and internal consistency checks. In the case of CC, the treatment is limited to double excitations in this study. DALTON provides the possibility to calculate polarizability tensors within the CCSD model and also with the CC2 approximation to CCSD. We can thus test the reliability of CC2 compared to CCSD, but we cannot arrive at conclusions for the role of higher excitations in the wave function for Raman intensities calculated with CC methods. Since we apply the CASSCF approach within the MC framework, the results will depend on the size of the CAS chosen. Consequently, we increase the size of the active space in order to probe this dependence. The results are given for the Sadlej basis set in Tables II and III . As can be seen from this table, the choice of the CAS may change the results as much as the choice of the basis set. However, the changes in the Raman activities are still small compared to the choice of the method such that different CAS sizes need not be taken into account in the further extended calculations presented in the following section. We restrict our calculations to complete active spaces, which provide reasonable quantum-chemical models for the molecules studied. Note that the Raman activities obtained from BP86 and particularly those from B3LYP calculations compare very well with the ab initio results. 4 were obtained with the same basis set which we use, i.e., the Sadlej basis set.
IV. RAMAN ACTIVITIES FOR SMALL MOLECULES
͑i͒ Hydrogen sulfide ͑Table IV͒. All three vibrational modes of H 2 S in point group C 2v are Raman active. The Raman activities from both density functionals compare well with the CCSD results, while the CASSCF activities for the two intense modes deviate significantly. These CASSCF activities are smaller than those from DFT and CCSD calculations. CC2 gives the largest Raman activities for all three modes.
͑ii͒ Carbon dioxide ͑Table V͒. Owing to the ''rule of mutual exclusion,'' 34 only one normal vibration is Raman ͑iii͒ Ammonia ͑Table VI͒. The Raman spectrum of C 3v -symmetric ammonia shows four peaks of which two belong to twofold-degenerate vibrations. The experimental value for the most intense peak is well reproduced by the static DFT and CCSD data as well as by the dynamic CASSCF values. Again, CC2 yields the largest values for the intense peaks.
͑iv͒ Formaldehyde ͑Table VII͒. All six vibrations in C 2v -symmetric H 2 CO are Raman active. CC2 closely followed by BP86 yields the largest activities for the two most intense modes, while B3LYP Raman activities are smaller and closer to the even smaller CCSD activities. CASSCF gives the smallest intensities for these vibrations.
We note small deviations of our B3LYP and the B3LYP reference data for the two most intense modes, which do not come from inaccuracies of our seminumerical approach ͑see the end of this section for a detailed comment͒.
͑v͒ Methanol ͑Tables VIII and IX͒. Methanol has been calculated in C s symmetry, in which all 12 vibrational modes are Raman active. DFT and CC2 give the largest activities for all modes, while the CCSD results are smaller. The smallest Raman activities are again obtained from the CASSCF calculations.
͑vi͒ Methane ͑Table X͒. The Raman spectrum of CH 4 shows only four peaks, of which three belong to two-and threefold-degenerate vibrations. While the agreement for the less intense modes is as usual satisfactory for all methods, we obtain good agreement with experiment for the static values of B3LYP and CCSD as well as for the dynamic data from CASSCF. However, it should be noted that the experimental Raman activities have been measured with an excitation wavelength of 488.0 nm in this case, while we calculated at 514.5 nm as described above in the methodology section. Since the B3LYP reference data have also been obtained for this standard wavelength of 514.5 nm, we adopted this choice in our calculations. Additional B3LYP calculations with an excitation wavelength of 488.0 nm increased the activities for the two most intense modes by less than 2% compared to the data obtained for 514.5 nm, and the deviations are even smaller for the less intense modes. Notice that the activities for the a 1 mode obtained with BP86 and CC2 are very similar, while B3LYP deviates from these values.
͑vii͒ Ethine ͑Table XI͒. Ethine has been calculated in the point group symmetry D ϱh . We again restrict ourselves to the discussion of the two most intense g ϩ modes. In this case, all methods yield substantially different results and each of the two vibrations needs to be discussed separately. For the first g ϩ vibration, we find good agreement of the static Raman activities from BP86 and CCSD calculations, which compare well with experiment, while B3LYP and CASSCF yield similar but smaller intensities; CC2 gives a much larger intensity. For the second g ϩ mode, we have excellent agreement of the static activities from BP86 and B3LYP with experiment, while all other methods as well as the corresponding dynamic values are substantially different. In this case, the CC2 activities are smaller than those from CCSD. The static CCSD calculation gives only 75% of the experimentally measured activity, though the corresponding dynamic value gives almost 88%.
Comparison of our B3LYP results for the g normal mode with the B3LYP reference data ͑in parentheses͒ from Ref. 1 reveals a discrepancy of about 50%, which appears to come from a missing factor of 2 for the twofold degeneracy in the reference data. The comparison of our B3LYP results with the reference data for the first g ϩ mode is discussed at the end of this section.
͑viii͒ Ethene ͑Table XII͒. In accordance with the rule of mutual exclusion, only 6 of 12 vibrational modes in D 2h -symmetric ethene are Raman active. For the most intense a g mode we find similar results for BP86 and CC2 and also for B3LYP and CCSD, while the latter are in better agreement with experiment. For the most intense b 1g mode, we have similar activities for B3LYP and CC2, while BP86 gives larger and CCSD smaller intensities. Only the CASSCF results compare well with the experimental data.
͑ix͒ Ethane ͑Table XIII͒. Ethane has been calculated in its staggered conformation, i.e., in point group D 3d . It is interesting to note that we obtain similar Raman activities for DFT and CC2 for the two most intense modes, while the CCSD results are much smaller but closer to experiment. The experimental values for these two intense modes are by neither method well reproduced, while the rest is well reproduced by all methods. We note for one of the e g modes that our CCSD value of 231.3 Å 4 /amu deviates from the refer- Since we found small differences between the HartreeFock data obtained in this work and the data taken from the literature, 1 which was obtained with the same basis set, we tested our static Hartree-Fock data against analytically determined SCF values with the GAUSSIAN 98 program package 35 for some critical cases and found excellent agreement between our numerical and the analytical values ͑within Ͻ0.05 Å 4 /amu). Small discrepancies might be due to the use of different atomic masses in the calculation of the normal modes ͑in this study, masses of the most abundant isotopes were used 36 ͒ or to small differences in the equilibrium structures. The deviations between our B3LYP data and the reference values from Ref. 1, which are in some cases too large to be explained by such effects might be ascribed to different implementations of the B3LYP functional. This view is confirmed by results of GAUSSIAN 98 B3LYP test calculations, which yield the same results as in Ref. 1 . GAUSSIAN 98 uses the VWN͑III͒ correlation functional 37 for B3LYP while the VWN͑V͒ correlation functional is employed in TURBOMOLE 5.4. We can exclude that the differences between the GAUSSIAN 98 and our calculations are due to the different approaches for the calculation of static polarizabilities since the Hartree-Fock polarizabilities and Raman activities are in perfect agreement.
The Saldej basis set is widely used and, in general, well suited for the calculation of Raman intensities. From Table I it can be seen that especially for density functional methods changes will be negligible if larger basis sets are applied, which has also been noted in Ref. 38 . Nevertheless, the data in Sec. III make clear that significant improvement for coupled-cluster intensities can be achieved by using augmented, correlation-consistent basis sets. However, calculations using these basis sets are not routinely feasible even for medium-sized molecules. It is thus worthwhile to analyze Sadlej's standard basis set by an additional basis set comparison for coupled-cluster and for DFT Raman intensities in order to clarify the potential errors caused by the smaller basis sets. Raman intensities have been recalculated for this purpose for some molecules in our test set using Dunning's aug-cc-pVTZ basis set 17, 18 after the geometry optimizations and normal coordinate analyses with this basis set had been carried out. The data for the most intense modes are given in the supplementary material for CCSD, CC2, BP86, and B3LYP, respectively. For all methods we observe a decrease of the Raman activities with the exception of the g ϩ mode of CO 2 calculated using the BP86 functional, which yields a slightly increased value. The dependence of the density functional Raman activities on the basis set is in general small ͑between 0.1% and 6.3% for BP86, between 0.1% and 8.1% for B3LYP͒ when compared to the coupled-cluster results ͑be-tween 3.5% and 14.3% for CCSD, between 3.8% and 17.3% for CC2͒. The 1 g ϩ mode of ethine seems to be an exception since it shows a change of more than 20% for all methods under investigation if the aug-cc-pVTZ basis is used instead of Sadlej's basis set. This can be explained by the fact that the equilibrium bond lengths are very sensitive to the basis set for this molecule: the C-H bond length changes by 1.4 pm ͑for BP86, 1.4 pm for B3LYP, 2.4 pm for CCSD, 2.2 pm for CC2͒ and the C-C bond length by 1.8 pm ͑for BP86, 1.8 for B3LYP, 2.5 for CCSD, 2.5 for CC2͒, while, e.g., the C-O bond length in CO 2 only changes by 0.8 pm for BP86, 0.8 pm for B3LYP, 1.3 pm for CCSD, and 1.3 pm for CC2. This has substantial influence on the 1 g ϩ mode of C 2 H 2 , which mainly involves a stretch of the C-H bond, while the 2 g ϩ mode, which is a C-C stretching mode, is not much affected. One major effect of the basis set change is thus the change of the equilibrium structure for this molecule which contributes about the same amount to the discrepancy as does the basis set effect on the derivative of the polarizability for a given structure: A calculation of the Raman intensity for the g ϩ modes of C 2 H 2 using the BP86 functional and the Sadlej basis set, but taking the equilibrium structure obtained with BP86/aug-cc-pVTZ, results in a Raman activity of 66.2 Å 4 /amu ͑static, 70.2 dynamic͒ for the 1 g ϩ mode; this is a decrease of 9.4% ͑static, 9.8% dynamic͒ only due to the change of the geometry while the intensity for the 2 g ϩ mode changes only by about 2%. For this aug-cc-pVTZ equilibrium structure, the Raman activities decrease by 12.2% ͑static, 13.8% dynamic͒ for the 1 g ϩ mode if the aug-ccpVTZ basis set is used instead of the Sadlej basis.
V. GENERAL DISCUSSION
This systematic study has shown that static and dynamic all-electron coupled-cluster Raman intensities can be routinely obtained for small molecules using Sadlej's basis set. It turned out that methods which are capable of describing The Raman activities obtained with the CC2 model are about 19% ͑static, about 20% dynamic͒ larger on average than the CCSD Raman activities, which they should approximate. As far as the calculation of Raman intensities is concerned the CC2 model thus appears to be a not fully satisfactory approximation to the CCSD model. This situation does not change significantly if larger basis sets are utilized as can be seen from the tables given in the supplementary material. 46 These findings are in line with those of Pecul and Coriani 3 who recognized the same effect for diatomic molecules. 1 ) while there are other cases in which they are by far larger ͑e.g., H 2 S/1a 1 , CH 4 /1t 2 ). The average ratio between dynamic and static values is 1.07 for CASSCF calculations, which is smaller than for any other method investigated in this work.
VI. CONCLUSION
It should be emphasized that the comparison of experimental and calculated Raman intensities is not without problems because of experimental uncertainties ͑cf. Ref. 40͒ and limitations of Placzek's polarizability theory. It is thus instructive to compare the various theoretical approaches, although the data set obtained so far is not very large. The cases we have studied were, in the one hand, selected because they represent the comparatively few molecules for which detailed experimental data are available: on the other hand, they are typical specimens of molecules which are sufficiently well described by one electronic configuration at their equilibrium ground state, such that it seems to be justified to draw general conclusions from our case studies.
We thus find that dynamic correlation is important for Raman intensities: Hartree-Fock calculations show erratic mode-specific deviations from experiment, which are remedied to a large extent in any treatment taking electron correlation into account in the sense that in these methods systematic errors are observed for most of the modes. This is directly linked to the capability of a quantum chemical method to obtain reliable excitation energies, which are in turn mandatory for reliable dynamic polarizabilities. 41, 42 Moreover, the calculation of Raman spectra also requires, of course, a reliable protocol for obtaining the vibrational frequencies, which is feasible only based on a method taking electron correlation into account.
Ab initio calculations require basis sets of considerably higher quality than DFT treatments, and we found that improving the quality of the basis sets leads to a significant decrease of the CCSD Raman intensities, while the DFT results are much less sensitive to the basis set quality. This leads to a systematic overestimation of the Raman intensities calculated from dynamic CCSD polarizabilities using medium-sized basis sets, bringing the smaller static values in apparently better agreement with experiment.
We find that density functional theory ͑in particular with the B3LYP functional͒ is a reliable and by far less computertime-demanding method, which gives sufficient accuracy even when medium-sized basis sets are used. Our study of small molecules, which are of closed-shell, singledeterminant character and which do not feature competing valence structures of ionic character, provides confidence for the use of DFT in calculations of Raman spectra for large molecules with comparable single-determinant electronic structure. Recent studies have shown that the DFT calculation of field-response properties ͑and therefore also of their spatial derivatives͒ may fail for some special classes of large compounds ͑like polyacetylene chains and extended, pushpull -conjugated systems͒. [43] [44] [45] The calculation of dynamic Raman activities is particularly difficult for these special classes of compounds, since strong configurational mixing and the importance of charge-transfer states complicates the accurate prediction of excitation energies in DFT.
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